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Current Situation 

1. Global Challenge

2. Canada’s Challenge
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Source: Destination Canada

The Significance of the decline in tourism during COVID-19-19 

• 78% decline in international tourist 
arrivals for the year

• 120 million direct tourism jobs at 
risk

• Worst outcome in the historical 
series of international tourism since 
1950

• abrupt end to a 10-year period of 
sustained growth since 2009 
financial crisis.
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Anticipating the “worst case scenario”

International tourist arrivals in 2020: three scenarios (YoY 
monthly change, %)
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The Canadian Story on Tourism and COVID-19-19
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The Canadian Story on Tourism and COVID-19-19
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Working hard to address the health impact of COVID-19-19
Working hard to address the challenges facing the tourism industry

• Business relief programs, to employment incentives
• Government investment in Destination Canada further investing in provincial tourism organizations
• Provincial tourism organizations investing in local destinations
• Support for SME’s
• Investments in marketing programs to drive local tourism
• Developing travel bubbles to support inter-provincial travel—Atlantic Canada; BC-Yukon travel bubble

• Testing-Testing at Calgary, Toronto and Montreal Airports

Governments in Canada 
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Working harder to address the health impact of COVID-19-19 to address the existential 
and very real threat to business failure

• Keeping employees working
• Keeping businesses operational
• Over delivering on guidelines, rules and protocols
• Living with constantly changing protocols, guidelines and rules
• Spending money they don’t have to support new and frequently changing guidelines and rules
• Supporting the government at every turn
• Supporting government even when “shamed” due to “outbreaks” at their establishments 

….and clinging to business continuity.

Hospitality and Tourism Businesses in Canada
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COVID-19 Testing:
• COVID-19 testing at Airports—Iceland, Costa Rica; recommended by the WTTC
• Proof of COVID-19 free test within 72 hours of arrival—Hawaii
• CDC now recommending 7 and 10 day quarantine vs. 14

Intra-Regional Borders:
• Elimination of ambiguous country, state or provincial  barriers to travel; or more strategic use of travel 

bubbles—by demographics, geography, questionnaire

Government and Health Authority Messaging:
• Using messaging platforms to “unscare” visitors and provide traveller confidence 
• Encourage a safe return to travel; enthusiastic residential support for travelers 
• Encourage the welcome of visitors to communities, cities and resorts

Other countries using different tools to support tourism 
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South African Tourism
Sri Lanka
Portugal
New Zealand 

While other governments using this pause to re-think tourism 



1. Loss of confidence in travel

2. Fear of Travellers

3. Confusion over rules 

4. Loss of the joy of travel

The greatest barrier to the return of tourism is not COVID-19-
19, but the fear of travel

And while this may be understandable during peak COVID-19, the 
hangover from these fears will have a significant effect on tourism’s 
recovery unless we take corrective measures now. 
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How travelers describe themselves

in normal circumstances
How travelers describe themselves 

in the context of COVID-19

1. Loss of confidence in travel

A traveller who was once relaxed now facing uncertainty 



1. Loss of confidence in travel

Fear of Travel:  World

• 27% feel safe flying 
• 36% feel safe in a hotel
• 27% planning to travel in 

next 3 months 



1. Loss of confidence in travel

Fear of Travel:  Canada

• 19% feel safe flying 
• 31% feel safe in a hotel
• 17% planning to travel in 

next 3 months 



1. Loss of confidence in travel
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Source: Destination Canada

2. Fear of Travellers 

Fewer than half of BC residents open to visitors from anywhere
Fewer than half of BC 

residents open to 

visitors from anywhere
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3. Confusion over rules 

Rules changing, confusing or not 
founded in evidence

Travel but safer to stay home

Travel but be “aware”

Travel but “know your risks”

Bring your own groceries but buy local

BC open to visitors but not encouraged to visit

Essential-only travel unclear



Source: Destination Canada

4. Loss of the joy of travel

Don’t want to travel with 
COVID-19 restrictions

Phocuswright Study:

Travel simply not interesting 
during COVID-19-19

restrictions  



Light at the end of the 
tunnel?



Ongoing challenges for global and domestic tourism :

• Low Traveller confidence will continue into the new year

• Tourism’s supply and channels we relied on prior to 2019 may no 
longer be there to support recovery

• Current research advises fewer than 30% of consumers will even 
consider travel in 2021

If tourism is looking to 2019 to guide the 2021 strategy, it’s looking 
in the wrong direction

Ultimately……too many destinations will be marketing to too 
few travellers



Compel Canadians to travel within Canada

Domestic travellers will be key to kick starting tourism recovery while 
waiting for international travellers to return

Inspire Canadian confidence back to travel

Canadians confidence to travel and welcome visitors will hold a great 
deal of influence over government policy

Inspire confidence in vaccines

Canadian’s confidence in vaccines, and acceptance for negative COVID 
testing on arrival will be critical for their and government acceptance 
for opening up international borders with fewer conditions 

What then can we do to help Canada inspire that recovery?



• Effective vaccines approvals in UK, US and Canada likely to follow 

• But there will be an unequal distribution of those vaccines globally

• Some countries will require vaccines in order to authorize  the traveller to 
visit severely limiting the potential international visitors in the next few 
years

• Some countries will require only rapid test evidence of COVID free which 
will greatly increase the size of potential market 

2021 will be the year of the vaccine

Will Canada require evidence of vaccinations for border entry?
Will Canada be ok with negative COVID tests upon arrival?
Or will Canada follow CDC guidelines to reduce quarantine periods?



1. Policy and messaging from Governments and Health Authorities:  

Governments and health authorities reduce the ambiguity of 
messages and evidence for decision making—rapid testing at 
airports, messaging about risk, active and unequivocal support for 
tourism and hospitality

2. Help  Canadians feel safe to travel:

3. Reposition our tourism and hospitality brands:             

Rethink our tourism and hospitality brands, our operations and our 
purpose to address the concerns of Canadians

Three tools to address Canadians issues of confidence
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• Speed up of testing on arrival at airports—more airports and more tests. 

• Eliminate  interprovincial travel barriers or support test on arrival to reduce 

quarantine

• Government messaging platforms to “unscare” consumers about travel when 

usual precautions are taken

• Stop business shaming unless they are not following the rules

• Learn to live with the virus and accept some level of risk

• Communicate evidence as basis for decisions

1. Policy and messaging from Governments and Health Authorities:  
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1. Policy and messaging from Governments and Health Authorities:  
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2. Help  Canadians feel safe to travel

2. Help  Canadians feel safe to travel



273. Reposition our tourism and hospitality brands: 

New study from Edelman 
Trust Barometer suggest 
dramatic shifts in what 
consumers value during 
peak COVID 

3. Reposition our hospitality and tourism brands







Why?

• Higher proportionate reliance on domestic tourism 
market

• Canada’s high value international brand and 
perception of our effectiveness of addressing the 
crisis

• Leverage of post-COVID-19 trends in tourism 

Where Canada can emerge ahead of its international competitors 
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Canada one of the top 10 countries with a robust and active domestic tourism market with almost 
80% of tourism revenue from domestic source markets.

Reliance on Domestic Tourism by Country 



2020 domestic flight searches 2019 domestic flight searches

Source: Google Recovery Dashboard

• Capture intent for 

main routes

• Generate 

awareness for 

routes not yet 

recovered

32

Flight

Demand

Domestic flight demand remains stronger than international demand 
but still below pre-COVID levels



Source: Google Recovery Dashboard

2020 domestic flight searches 2019 domestic flight searches

Overall domestic travel intent is back to nearly 2019 levels



10X the rate of any other activity

Ski
Winter destination activities

+42% YoY

Aug & Sept 2020

Search query interest for “skiing near me”

Oct 11,
2017

April 9,
2018

Oct 7,
2018

April 5,

2020

Source: Google Recovery Dashboard

Canadians are planning winter escapes earlier and closer to home



Canada’s Third Place Ranking on the Global Nation Brand Index*--November 2020 with “People” and 

“Governance” among the most valued brand characteristics post COVID-19-19

1
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Anholt-Ipsos Nation Brand Index. Valued nation brand that puts people 
first 



Source: IPSOS

Source: Destination Analysts

Travellers will seek destinations they perceive to be the safest first



• Localism and domestic tourism will grow—small 
communities and resorts and wide-open spaces

• Digital nomads will create new category of part time 
residents/visitors

• A focus on shoulder and winter season tourism will 
improve with demand if supply remains open and vibrant

• Small team meetings will take place IRL for virtual 
workforces in resort destinations complete with 
incentive-style and team building events. 

• Develop marketing and communications around tourism 
with a purpose

Some trends to watch 
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